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Abstract 
With the development of quantitative study on lexicon, the research direction moves 
form quantitative study to ordinal study, accompanied with the innovation of relevant 
method. New concepts and methods are proposed and applied, including frequency rank, 
frequency order, difference of frequency rank and difference of frequency order. However, 
some problems lie in afore-mentioned methods. They are ambiguousness in concepts, 
shortage of systematicness and lack of study on data law. 
The object of this study is the Lexical Order Difference (LOD). The language materials 
are comprised of the corpus of literary works, the corpus of People’s Daily, and four 
contemporary classics, including Yidi Jimao (Ground covered with chicken feathers), 
Qiwang (King of chess), Wu Zetian (Empress Wu Zetian), and Hong Shulin (Redwoods). 
Through meticulous observation and analysis, the definition and computing procedures of 
LOD are systematically shown. Furthermore, the distributive law of LOD and its 
connection with the level of lexical usage in texts are discovered, which is subsequently 
used in the analyzation of the lexical features between texts. 
The main finding of this research is the distributive law of LOD and its connection 
with the lexical features between texts. For the common lexicons between texts, the 
majority of lexicons get smaller LODs which are gathered around the median, while the 
minority of lexicons gets larger LODs which are distributed symmetrically. The graph of 
the distributive law of LOD is then the double-tailed distribution, which is flat in the middle 
and curving in both ends. This inherent distributive law of LOD does not vary with the 
change of the analysis objects. Three lexical levels, i.e. middle, downward end and upward 
end, are divided based on the distributive law of LOD. The middle lexicons reflect the 
common characteristics of the two texts, while lexicons that belong to both ends reflect 
distinct ones. 
Based on findings above, the LOD approach is proved to be effectual and impactful in 
the analysis of generality and difference in terms of theme expression and style, the 
description and explanation of the diachronic changes of the media lexicons, the analysis of 
















The innovations of this thesis are the discovering of the distributive law of LOD and 
the improving of ODA grounded on that discovery. The research is significant in deepening 
the understanding of knowledge about lexical statistical features and providing new method 
and approach for quantitative study on lexicon. 
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远的词汇计量研究是德国学者 W.Kaeding 于 1898 年出版的《德语词频词典》，后
世普遍以此为大规模词汇计量研究之滥觞。美国语言学家 G.K.Zipf 发现人类语
言的真实文本中，词出现的频数与其频数秩（序号）之间具有反比例关系，从而
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（1995, 2006）用词汇密度和 Halliday 的名词化（nominolization）理论来判定英
语语体的正式程度。Ljung M.（2002）讨论了英语中词汇对语体的反映，并对五
种报章语体进行了统计分析。李如龙（2007）提出要从词汇系统的角度出发研究
                                                             
[4]
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